
Closed 

Design

The entire state will use the

EVV system selected by the

Medicaid program at the

Sate Level.

State Choice

State Developed

Open

Design

Providers and MCOs are

able to procure their own

system of choice.

Provider Choice

MCO Choice

ELECTRONIC VISIT

VERIFICATION

CURES ACT PROGRESS OVERVIEW

Identify the type of service being delivered

Identify the individual being served

Mark date of service

Location of delivery of service

Identify employee providing the service

Notates the time the service begins and ends
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Improve the quality of information

Increase information gathering accuracy

Promote financial accountability

Reduce risk of abuse and neglect

Identify and prevent bad actors
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All states and territories that desire the full

federal funding for Medicaid will have to

implement EVV. Currently, 49 states, the

District of Columbia, and Guam were granted

Good Faith Effort Exemptions postponing their

deadline. This delays the federal funding

reductions by an additional year.

States will be required to have 

Electronic Visit Verification (EVV) implemented

to receive federal funding for Medicaid.

The original expected implementation

deadlines are:

Personal Care Services (PCS) - by 2019

Home Health Care Services (HHCS) - by 2023.

Typically one of three models is selected when implementing EVV. We can help navigate

procurement and implementation for any design models and assist your program in

achieving certification.

Hybrid

Design

Providers and MCOs can

elect to use the State's EVV

system at no cost or find

an alternative EVV vendor

of their choice.

Open Vendor

CURES ACT OUTCOMES

READY TO BEGIN YOUR 

EVV CERTIFICATION JOURNEY?

21st Century

Cures Act

passed

December 2016

What does EVV track?

Why is EVV important?

Who has implemented EVV?

When is the EVV Deadline?

Where is the EVV implemented?

How to implement EVV?

Most commonly

selected design model
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